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 Language Learning in Infants 

How are words acquired? 

Maybe is the same way that other behaviours are learnt (the same 
way that other animals learn behaviours) 

Skinner (1957) – children learn pieces of language 
based on instrumental conditioning  (association) 
and generalise based on induction 

Simple Association:  John Locke (1690) 

“For if we observe how children learn languages, 
we shall find that, to make them understand…, 
people ordinarily show them the thing whereof  
they would have them have the idea; and then 
repeat to them the name that stands for it:  
as white, sweet, sugar, cat, dog” 



Language Learning in Infants 

How are words acquired? 

Simple association?     Dog, dog, dog, dog, dog…. 
Reward?  Dog – yes, it’s a dog! 

Punishment?  Cat – no!, it’s a dog! 

But maybe not so simple…. 

May require “rich mental capacities” – conceptual, social and linquistic (Bloom 2000) 

“gavagai!” 

(William Quine 1960) 



Language Learning in Infants 

“gavagai!” 

Does gavagai mean - > rabbit? 
                                   > a specific rabbit? 
                                   > any mammal? 
                                   > any animal? 
                                   > top half of the rabbit? 
                                   > it’s white? 
                                   > it’s furry? 
 
Is the native ‘clearing his throat’? or  Saying “I’m tired!”  or   Saying 2 words? 

There are an infinite number of possiblities – why favour rabbit over all of the others? 



Language Learning in Infants 
Language Acquisition: Not isolated association making and induction but 

integrated with other cognitive and social-cognitive skills. 

 These fall into two broad sets: 
 
•  Intention reading 

•  Ability to share attention with other persons to objects and events of mutual interest 
•  The ability to follow the attention and gesturing of other persons to distal objects and 

events outside the immediate interaction 
•  The ability to actively direct the attention of others 
•  The ability to culturally learn the intentional actions of others 

•  Categorisation  
•  Ability to form perceptual and conceptual categories of “similar” objects and events 
•  Ability to form sensory-motor schemas from recurrent patterns of perception and 

action 
•  Ability to perform statistically based distribution analyses on various kinds of 

perceptual and behavioural sequences 
•  The ability to create analogies across two or more complex wholes based on similar 

functional roles of these wholes   



 Language Learning in Infants 

(quote taken  from Bloom 2000) 

Augustine (398) 

“When my elders named anything, and as they spoke 
turned towards it, I saw and remembered that they 
called what they would point out by the name that  
they uttered. And that they meant this thing and no 
other was plain from the motion of their body, the 
natural language…expressed by the countenance,  
glances of the eye, gestures of the limbs, tones of the 
voice indicating the affectations of the mind as it 
possesses, rejects or shuns” 



Language Learning in Infants 

A different view of Language Competence: 

Cognitive-functional linguistics  
 

Less formally called: 
 

Usage-Based linguistics 

Language structure emerges from language use 

(Langacker 1987-2000 
Croft 1992,2001 
Goldberg 1995 
Giveon 1995 
Bybee1985-2002 
Tomasello 1998-present) 



Contingent interaction as a mechanism 
for language learning in robots 

Evidence of two types of learning: 

(i)  probabilistic, statistical  patterns, word forms without meaning 
(ii) referential, association of word form and meaning 
 

 

(Image Courtesy of Microsoft Image Library) (Image Courtesy of Microsoft Image Library) 



Word and Phrase Acquisition  
Without Meaning 

Acquisition of Meaning  
via Mediated Physical Interaction 

segmented utterances 
words, holophrases 

Corpus 
of mapped phoneme and robot 
sensory/motor proprioceptions 

object/action ‘components’ 
available for scaffolding 
Language constructions 

Our research focus 

Acquisition of Negation 



 
“new research shows how children attend to patterns in speech  

in their first year, and listen for meaning in the second” –  
 

Fernald, A. & Marchman, V. A. (2006). Language learning in infancy. In Handbook of Psycholinguistics, Ed Traxler 
and Gernsbacher 

Aim: To show how a robot might learn to segment an utterance, an 
acoustic stream of sounds, as the basis for extracting meaningful elements 
(Tomasello (2003)). 

From Babbling to the Acquisition of  
Words and Phrases Without Meaning 



Context 
•  Inspired by language acquisition in human infants 
 
•  Starting point: partly analogous to infants of 6 – 12 months 

that produce babble without meaning 

•  Explores the role of contingent  
 interaction between teacher  
 and learner, through  
 proto-conversations with robot  
 DeeChee (latin (dici ->”said” )).  
   

•  Naive participants are asked to teach DeeChee the names of 
shapes and colours in their own unscripted words 

Word forms without meaning 



Hypotheses 

1. DeeChee can acquire word form recognition through 
interaction with a human teacher  

 
2. Recognition is augmented by contingent reinforcement, if the  

teacher makes an approving comment when a proper word is 
uttered        

   
      

Participants 

•  Volunteers, unconnected with our research, asked to teach 
DeeChee the names of shapes and colours, talking naturally 

•  14 participants recruited 

•  Participants engaged in 2 consecutive sessions, each a 4 
minute “conversation” 

 

Word forms without meaning 



 Assumptions 
 

• DeeChee acts autonomously but is influenced by what it hears 

• It practices turn taking in a proto-conversation 

• It can perceive phonemes (analogous to human infants) 

• It can produce syllabic babble without articulatory constraints 
(not  always analogous to human infants) 

• It is sensitive to the statistical distribution of phonemes 

• It reacts positively to reinforcement. A list of approving 
comments (“well done”, “good” etc) is assumed known. 

Word forms without meaning 



Hypothesis  
Word form learning can be achieved  

through interaction with a human 
 

Method of investigation 
Experiments in which participants  

have a proto-conversation with iCub 
 

–  Initially iCub produces random syllabic babble 
–  Participant tries to teach the names of shapes and colours 

 
Does iCub’s babble become biased towards teacher’s utterances? 

Word forms without meaning 



 
          Capture approving  terms 

System Architecture 

Real time  recognition of teacher’s 
speech 

phoneme	  stream	  

Frequency	  tables	  
	  
Lexicon	  	  

ppppp 	  Process	  	  	  u7erances	  

prpproprprpr 
Produce	  syllabic	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  babble	  

Espeak	  speech	  synthesizer	  

	  	  	  Reinforcement	  

TEACHER	  	  

 DEECHEE 

Word forms without meaning 



Babbling and First Words 

Word forms without meaning 



       Excerpt from CVC frequency table 
      built up from  8 minute conversation of CC in video clip above 
 
                                                           CMU 

 Rank       Frequency  Phonemic form  Word 
 
      1            11  gr   iy  n           green 
         2            10  hh  ah  t           heart 
          3              7  m   uw  n          moon 
          4              6  k    ah   l           from colour 
          5              5          s     ih   z           from 'this is' 
                       5         r     eh  d           red 
                       5  dh   ih   s           this 
         8              4          kr  ao   s          cross 
       
  list continues :    entries 28 to 96 have frequency 1 
 

   Zipfian type distribution 
 
(Zipf's law states that given some corpus of natural language utterances of the most frequent word will 
occur approximately twice as often as the second most frequent word, three times as often as the third 
most frequent word, etc. ) 
 
The speaker wants to minimize the diversity of what is produced, but the hearer needs some diversity in 
order to disambiguate [the signal].  The recurrent transmission of language over this channel results in 
a situation where there is [both] enough repetition to make things easy for the speaker, and enough 
diversity to avoid ambiguity... 

Word forms without meaning 



ICPC	  York	  June	  2011	  

Word forms without meaning 



        Excerpt from CVC frequency table    
built up from batch process of 8 teachers’ speech, about 8,000 
words 

   (previous experiments) 
 
Rank     Frequency          Phonemic form             Word 
    1            215           y  uw s   from 'you see' 
     2            165           hh aa rt  heart 
     3            144           g aa t   get 
     4            143           skw eh r  square 
     5            138           s er k             from 'circle' 
     6            136           s iy dh             from 'see the', 'see 

       this‘ 
 
    14            106           sh ey p   shape 
    15              97           s ah n   sun 
    16              96           dh ih s   this 
    17              95            m uw n  moon	  
	  
	  
 

Word forms without meaning 
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Word forms without meaning 



Hypotheses 
  

     Word forms can be learnt in only a few minutes   
 using a real time, interactive approach 

 
Analyzing teacher’s speech shows a Zipfian distribution of syllables 
 
•  salient words occur  prominently among  all syllables 
•  they are picked up by DeeChee and occur in its future productions  
 

This is in line with research showing that salient words are likely to be  
associated with canonical phonemic form and prosodic prominence  

(Greenberg 1999) 

Word forms without meaning 

Anton Rothwell, Caroline Lyon, Chrystopher Nehaniv and Joe Saunders "From babbling towards first words: the emergence of 
speech in a robot in real-time interaction", IEEE ALife Symposium 2011  

Caroline Lyon, Chrystopher L. Nehaniv and Joe Saunders "Preparing to Talk: Interaction between a Linguistically Enabled Agent and 
a Human Teacher", AAAI Symposium, November 2010  

Lyon C, Nehaniv CL, Saunders J (2012) Interactive Language Learning by Robots: The Transition 
from Babbling to Word Forms. PLoS ONE 7(6) 



Contingent interaction as a mechanism 
for language learning in robots 

Evidence of two types of learning: 

(i)  probabilistic, statistical  patterns, word forms without meaning 
(ii) referential, association of word form and meaning 
 

 

(Image Courtesy of Microsoft Image Library) (Image Courtesy of Microsoft Image Library) 



Contingent interaction as a mechanism 
for language learning in robots 

Evidence of two types of learning: 

(i)  probabilistic, statistical  patterns, word forms without meaning 
(ii) referential, association of word form and meaning 
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Adaptive Systems research Group 

Language Acquisition in Children 
and Intentional Reference 

•  Infants are exposed to a high number of ambient speech events 
(~7,000 utterances per day), but infants learn new words with 
very few presentations.  

•  But, co-occurrence of seeing an object and hearing the object 
name does not occur regularly enough to allow association. 

•  To achieve learning in few episodes 
    the  infant must have its learning  
    experiences biased in some way.  

•  This is thought to occur via 
       intentional reference. 

(Image Courtesy of Microsoft Image Library) 



Adaptive Systems research Group 

Language Acquisition in Children 
and Intentional Reference 

•  Sharing context - Infant focuses  
    on the utterances of the adult  

•  Reinforcement via forms of affective  
    feedback (prosodic features of  
    Child Directed Speech (CDS)  

•  Within  shared context the action  
    modalities of the child are associated  
    with simple verbal speech  
    patterns of the adult.  

(Image Courtesy of Microsoft Image Library) 



Adaptive Systems research Group 

•  Social interaction appears to be essential.   

•  Adults do not ‘teach’ language but for aim for joint understanding 

•  Adults use CDS tailored to level of linguistic skill of the child.  

•  Utterances are short 
•  Repetition is common 
•  Frequent use of infants name 
•  CDS slower than in Adult Directed Speech 
•  Most words mono- or disyllabic 
•  Salient words are lengthened 
•  Prosody used to emphasise salient words 
•  Salient words placed at end of utterance 
•  Occasional correction of infant mistakes 

•  As joint understanding increase fewer aspects of CDS are employed. 

Language Acquisition in Children 
and Child Directed Speech (CDS) 



Adaptive Systems research Group 
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Adaptive Systems research Group 

Language Acquisition in Children 
and Child Directed Speech (CDS) 
 

Research Questions 

1.  Does a human interaction partner engage with a humanoid robot in a verbal style 
similar to that of Child Directed Speech? 

2.  Does a human partner modify aspects of their robot-directed speech as the robot 
learns and changes its interaction capability? 

3.  Does a robot’s ability to recognize and correctly classify shapes by its utterances 
improve during the interaction sessions? 

4.  Can a robot select those parts of the sensorimotor stream that are relevant to 
classifying presented shapes by acquired vocabulary? 

 
 



•  Teach the robot about 6 ‘shapes’  
•  ‘as if’ the robot were a child 1-2 years old 
•  8 Participants 
•  5 sessions with the robot of 2 minutes (total of 40 robot 

interaction sessions) 
•  Unrestricted speech 

cam1 Cam 2 

robot human 

table 

6 pre-trained 
AR ToolKit 
patterns 

Kaspar Experiment   



Session 1  
Kaspar has no Language Associations 

Session 3 
Kaspar has some Language Associations 

Kaspar Experiment  



Mechanics - Learning 



Mechanics – Expression/Execution 



Session 5 
Kaspar has more Language Associations 

Results 

Joe Saunders, Chrystopher L. Nehaniv, and Caroline Lyon (2010), Robot learning of lexical semantics from 
sensorimotor interaction and the unrestricted speech of human tutors, Symposium on New Frontiers in Human-Robot 
Interaction, AISB 2010  



Kaspar Experiment  



Kaspar Experiment  



Kaspar Experiment  



Adaptive Systems research Group 

Language Acquisition in Children 
and Child Directed Speech (CDS) 
 

Research Questions 

1.  Does a human interaction partner engage with a humanoid robot in a verbal style 
similar to that of Child Directed Speech? 

Participants generally talked more slowly and were more repetitive 
emphasizing the objects via word placement and word duration.  

2.  Does a human partner modify aspects of their robot-directed speech as the robot 
learns and changes its interaction capability? 

There appear to be a change once it was accepted by the human 
partner that shared understanding between themselves and the robot had been 
achieved.   

3.  Does a robot’s ability to recognize and correctly classify shapes by its utterances 
improve during the interaction sessions? 

The robot’s ability to recognize and correctly classify shapes improved during 
the initial 4 sessions but decreased in the final session. We believe that this final 
decrease was due to the human perceiving shared understanding and thus 
subsequently deemphasizing previously salient words.   

4.  Can a robot select those parts of the sensorimotor stream that are relevant to 
classifying presented shapes by acquired vocabulary? 

The robot was able to attach sensorimotor meaning to the presented object and 
this was further highlighted in the robot’s ability to distinguish which feature 
was important in identifying the presented shape from the set of attributes 
in the sensorimotor stream.  



Adaptive Systems research Group 

•  Social interaction appears to be essential.   
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Adaptive Systems research Group 
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Approach/Questions: 
 
•  Study prosodic contours as markers of salience in Human-robot 

interactions 

•  Can word order and salience automatically derive meaning for the robot? 
 
 
Method: 
 
•  Analyse existing Kaspar speech corpus 

•  Apply results in new experiments with the iCub 

Scaffolding Lexical Meaning in Robots 



What is Prosody? 

Attributes used in prosodic analysis: 
 
Pitch – fundamental frequency, variation and range 
 
Loudness – Energy or acoustic intensity, prominance 
 
Duration – phoneme and syllable duration 

However -note that 
prosody varies with 
different languages – 
here we consider only 
English (British/
American) 

Two approaches – British School and American School 
 
British School (Crombie 1987) – studies pitch contours 

 - look at parts of the speech in terms of tonalilty 
 - locate syllables where main changes of pitch happen  
 - find direction of pitch movements 

 
American School (Pike 1945) 

 - pitch levels – contours sequences of pitch heights 
 - ToBI framework (Pierrehumbert 1988) – used for studies of meaning 

 



Prosody and Meaning 

“intonational features such as phrasing, accent placement, pitch 
range, and tune represent important sources of information about 
the attentional and the intentional structures of discourse” 
   
- Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg [1990] The Meaning of Intonational Contours in the 
Interpretation of Discourse in P. Cohen, J. Morgan, and M. Pollack, (eds) .  Intentions 
in Communication, MIT Press, Cambridge MA. 271-311.  
 
 
 
We study whether such prosodic features could provide a robot 
with such attentional and intentional information and thus allow 
association of robot sensorimotor features and parts of spoken 
language. 



Analysis of our collected Corpus to 
Elicit Attention Directing Markers via 

Prosody 

Pitch Accents 

Speech signal -> extract fundamental frequency (pitch) F0 contour 

H* 
L* 



How to Code Pitch Levels – the 
TOBI Framework 

Marianna made the marmalade 
 H*      H*       L-L% 

  L+H*             L-L% 

  L+H* L-H%           L*        H*        L-L% 

Pitch Accents 

Marianna made the marmalade 

Boundary Tones 

[Marianna]         [made the marmalade] 

Two Tone Accent 

Prosodic Phrases 



Marianna made the marmalade 

     H*                    L-L% 

Marianna made the marmalade 

     L*         L*       H-H% 

Marianna made the marmalade 

     L*                     H-H% 

How to Code Pitch Levels – the 
TOBI Framework 



Shared Belief - Summary 
of Pierrehumbert & 

Hirschberg Framework  

Pitch Accent Boundary Tone Meaning Other Meanings 

H* L-L% 
L-H% 

Speaker conveys information to 
listener. New information 
added to speaker viewpoint 
of shared belief. 

Used in declaratives and 
wh- type questions. 

H* H-H% 
H-L% 

High rise question where 
speaker believes answer to 
question is yes. 

New information added to 
speaker viewpoint of shared 
belief. Can provides support for 
previous utterance. 

L* L-L% 
L-H% 

Speaker believes that listener 
shares mutual belief. 

Should already be aware of 
accented item. 

L* H-L% 
H-H% 

Question where speaker is in 
doubt about listener’s mutual 
belief and possible response. 

Should already be aware of 
accented item.  
Interrogative 

L*-H L-H% Uncertainty in scale comparison Politeness, incredulity, irony, 
uncertainty 

L-H* L-H% Certainty is scale comparisons Current utterance may be 
completed by subsequent 
utterance 

+ many 
variations 



* Either words or syllables (following syllabification) can be analysed. 
**Kim, Gold and Scassellati [2008] What Prosody Tells Infants To Believe, ICDL  

Speech manually transcribed 

Transcription aligned using sysMedia  and UCL speech filing system 

analysed using using Praat and Huang, Chen and Harper’s (2006)  
Prosodic Feature Extraction Tool 

extract TOBI features and salient words* based on pitch, energy and 
duration (variation and extension of a method by Kim et al**)  

Salient words and speaker meaning used in subsequent HRI 

How to Code the TOBI Framework 



Use examples given in ToBI training manual* as test cases 

Validation 

*Guidelines for ToBI Labelling  (version 3.0, March 1997) by Mary E. Beckman and 
Gayle Ayers Elamc 1993, The Ohio State University Research Foundation 

Test Salient Words Extracted Boundary Tone 
Extracted 

First Pitch 
Highlighted 

1 Partial (66%) All (100%) Partial (50%) 

2 All (100%) All (100%) All (100%) 

3 All (100%) All (100%) All (100%) 

4 All (100%) All (100%) Partial (50%) 

5 All (100%) All (100%) All (100%) 

6 Partial (50%) Partial (50%) Partial (50%) 

7 Partial (50%) Partial (50%) Partial (50%) 

8 Partial (50%) All (100%) All (100%) 

9 All (100%) All (100%) All (100%) 

10 All (100%) All (100%) All (100%) 

11 All (100%) All (100%) All (100%) 

12 Partial (33%) Partial (50%) Partial (50%) 

Main differences due to quality of recordings and lack of  
down-stepping function in UH programs. 



Research Questions/Hypotheses 

1. A human interacting with a robot will change their 
prosody as the human’s perception of shared belief  
increases 
 

    Specifically, will their be a change from H* features to 
L* features as as the human’s perception of shared 
belief  increases? Will the boundary tones change 
between ‘question’ and ‘non-question’? 

 
2. Prosodic salience can be used to extract relevant words in 
a human/robot interaction 
 

    Specifically, will the words marked as prosodically 
salient be those which would signal an association 
with a sensorimotor stream? 



Results – H* and L* Contours 

1. Will a human interacting with a robot change their prosody as the human’s 
perception of shared belief  increases? 

Results - downward trend but change at session 5 
             - H* contours for new information larger than L* mutual belief 



Results – ‘Question’ Contours 

1. Will a human interacting with a robot change their prosody as the human’s 
perception of shared belief  increases? 

Results: - non-question contours in the majority  
              - question contours decreasing as sessions progress 



Results - Word Salience 

2. Can prosodic salience be used to extract relevant words in a human/robot 
interaction? 

In the Kaspar sessions ‘relevant’ words are nouns,  
for the analysis all nouns are counted  

Participant P03 P05 P06 P07 

Total Nouns in Sessions 13% 27% 18% 16% 

Nouns selected as Salient 88% 98% 90% 97% 

Selected Nouns vs Random 
Selection (random=1)* 

1.86 1.97 2.22 2.22 

*e.g. in a session of 40 words with 10 nouns total nouns = 25%,  
         if all 10 nouns were selected as salient = 100% 
         if 20 words were selected as salient then the bias = 2.00  
         (i,e, random would expect 5 but we achieved 10) 

Result – Prosodic salience may be useful in extracting salient words  
in a HRI session 
 
Saunders, J., Lehmann H., Sato Y., and Nehaniv, C.L., 2011, Towards Using Prosody to Scaffold Lexical Meaning in Robots, 
       IEEE ICDL-EpiRob 2011 



Experiment with 9 participants  
over 5 * 2 minute sessions. 

Human-Robot Experiments on Advanced 
Referential Capabilities  

Further Experiments on the Acquisition of Lexical Meaning (UH) 

 
Extending work in three areas: 
 
1. Moving from one to two-word stage learning 
2. Measuring effectiveness of salient words extraction using CDS  
3. An analysis of the relationship between words and the robots 
perceptions  
  

Basic idea:   
Use prosodic analysis based on CDS 
to extract salient words and attempt to 
ground these words in the robot’s own 
embodied sensorimotor experience 



From One to Two words 



Background and Research Questions 

1. Is it possible to extract ‘meaningful’ words from the utterances 
expressed by the participant and how effective is this extraction? 

Meaningful  words?  
 

Those words which could be considered to be associated with the robot’s 
sensorimotor dimensions. 
 
e.g.  ‘red’  could be meaningful (to the robot), but ‘bigger’ could not   

 
Effectiveness?  
 

The number of words used by the participant which could possibly be 
associated with the robot’s  sensorimotor dimensions,  
 
e.g. ‘small’ and ‘little’ could both be used to describe values within the ‘size’ 
dimension 



All Participants. 

Results 

% Meaningful 
Words 

% Words 
Extracted 

% Meaningful 
Words extracted 

% 
Random 

F01 27% 46% 82% 46% 
F02 20% 44% 79% 44% 
F03 16% 47% 80% 47% 
F04 29% 47% 83% 47% 
M01 61% 52% 73% 52% 
F05 15% 48% 75% 48% 
M02 41% 49% 69% 49% 
M03 32% 48% 80% 48% 
F06 13% 46% 79% 46% 

28% 47% 78% 47% 

1. Is it possible to extract ‘meaningful’ words from the utterances 
expressed by the participant and how effective is this extraction? 



Background and Research Questions 

2. Given the received temporal ordering of salient words in 
utterances expressed by the participant, would this ordering give 
clues as to the usual word order in English? 

Word order? 
 
The robot should express the normal English word order e.g. ‘blue moon’ 
rather than ‘moon blue’. 

 Clues?  
 

Would our learning algorithm * weight some sensorimotor 
dimensions more than others for a given order of expression?   

*We use mutual information to weight dimension in two 
sets, salient words before final word and final word, 
respectively. 



Salience and Word order 

Can you see the red square 

Sensorimotor 

Word bag 1 
Word bag 2 

The big square is red 

Which  
Sensorimotor 

Attributes 
are most weighted 

in each bag? Shape, colour? 
Predicate? 

object? 
Entity? 



Background and Research Questions 

2. Given the received temporal ordering of salient words in 
utterances expressed by the participant, would this ordering give 
clues as to the usual word order in English? 
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Background and Research Questions 

3. What are the factors which make a participant more successful 
in teaching a robot about shapes, colours and sizes of boxes?? 

Factors? 
 

- Technical factors: not recognising or mis-recognizing the shapes due 
to failure in the vision system; associating items outside the temporal 
window of the utterance. 

- Human factors: not engaging with the robot; or simply talking too 
fast; too slowly; or simply not talking about the ‘right’ things. 

Success? 
 

Has the robot associated the correct word(s) with its sensorimotor 
dimensions? 



Background and Research Questions 

3. What are the factors which make a participant more successful 
in teaching a robot about shapes, colours and sizes of boxes?? 

Unique Unique % Total Total % Associated Success 
Words Meaningful Words Meaningful Words   

F01 52 9 17% 627 170 27% 8 89% 
F02 96 13 14% 1124 224 20% 10 77% 
F03 119 13 11% 1045 166 16% 6 46% 
F04 113 13 12% 1035 299 29% 6 46% 
M01 40 14 35% 610 370 61% 10 71% 
F05 121 12 10% 1044 155 15% 6 50% 
M02 75 12 16% 540 219 41% 8 67% 
M03 70 12 17% 811 259 32% 9 75% 
F06 167 13 8% 1420 178 13% 3 23% 



Background and Research Questions 

3. What are the factors which make a participant more successful 
in teaching a robot about shapes, colours and sizes of boxes?? 
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(Paper of  Excellence Award/Most  Reviewed Paper) 

Factor - the density of meaningful words rather than the actual number of words, or the actual number of 
meaningful words.  



Negation Acquisition – A Taster 

•  Negation – not only propositional – many forms 
•  2 different hypotheses on how the earliest forms 

of negation come about. 

1.  Hypothesis behind Rejective Scenario 
–  Early negation is primarily affective.  
–  Affective utterances are learned via intent interpretation by 

the parent / caretaker.  
–  E.g. “No, you don’t like that, do you” 

2.  Hypothesis behind Prohibitive Scenario: 
–  Early negation is primarily affective  
–  Rejective negation has its roots in parental prohibition.  
–  E.g. “No! Don’t run onto the street!” 



Rejection Experiment 
 

• Basic Idea: Participants will linguistically interpret the 
motivational state of Deechee. This interpretation will typically 
contain negatives.Example: No, you don’t like the square! 

• Deechee has preferences with regard to object (likes, 
dislikes,neutral stance) 

• The preferences change across sessions→ participants can not 
predict them 



Prohibition Experiment 
 

• Basic Idea: Participants use linguistic negation when physically 
prohibiting Deechee 

• Scenario from Rejection Experiment plus: Half of the objects 
are marked as forbidden 

• Participants are told that Deechee must never touch those 

• If Deechee tries to do so, participants are instructed to push its 
arm away 



Video of Negation Session 



Did Deechee learn to negate? 
Yes and no: 

 
• In Rejection Experiment success/felicity rate:∼64-74% 

• In Prohibition Experiment success/felicity rate:∼28-33% 

Why is the robot’s “negation success rate” so low in 
prohibition experiment? 
 
•  Violation of assumed simultaneity constraint by 
participants. 

•  First hint towards potential limitation of pure 
associative learning 



Adaptive Systems research Group Adaptive Systems research Group Adaptive Systems research Group 

Adaptive Systems Research Group 

Thanks for listening! 

Naturally Acquiring Words 
through Interaction  

Experiments with the ICub humanoid robot 



Language Learning in Infants – Universal grammar? 

Chomsky (1959)  -  some principles of grammar are so abstract that they 
could not possibly be learned by simple association 

Poverty of Stimulus argument 

Solution?  Human beings are born with innate universal grammar that 
contains abstract principles that guide the acquisition process  

Baby utterances are somehow supported by 
same principles that underlie adult language 

Continuity Assumption 
(Pinker 1984) 

Basic linguistic representations are the same throughout child language 
development and ultimately derive from a single universal grammar 

Another problem: How do you get from baby language to adult language? 



But UG has problems:  
 
 
 
 

1.  How can a child link abstract universal grammar to the particularities of the 
particular language being learned? 

2.  Developmental change – how can we understand the changing nature of 
child language across development if universal grammar is always the 
same (continuity problem)? 

Language Learning in Infants – Universal grammar? 



Tomasello (1998-) and many others  -   children can get from baby talk to 
adult language – without universal grammar 
 

How?   
 
1)  children have at their disposal far more powerful learning mechanisms 

than simple association and blind induction 

 
2) There exist theories of language that characterize adult linguistic 
competence in much more child friendly terms – such that the endpoint of 
language acquisition is much closer  
 
 

Language Learning in Infants? 


